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I sing Cuban music,Latin Jazz,Jazz,Bossa Nova and flamenco,  I sing in particular the 
mixture of them.
I sing in Spanish and English and Portuguese and Japanese, I do live performances,am 
based in Tokyo.

I have experience that I had live performances with jazz musicians from New York and  
Cuban musicians, 
and I'm doing album production with them.
Some of them have Grammy Awards.
I'm also being on good terms with cuban singer OMARA PORTUONDO (Buena Vista Social 
Club )for 20 years,
 I worship like a master and I am loving and respecting her in particular.I sang her chorus 
with her concert in Japan. 
I don't copy her style, but essence of her song respects and may also be included in my 
song.

In particular,I’d like Mr. NICOLA CONTE from Italy and Mr. BRUY from England Mr. Swami 
from Brazil to produce my CD.
I’d like to costar with various national musicians, and I'd like to do collaboration and an 
exchange and go.
I wish sincerely that the chance is given to me.
Thank you very much.
[History]————————————————————
I was taught guidance for piano, vocal music, songwriting composition from the age of 4. 
I have a healing velvet voice that sometimes rocks the hearts of listeners and sometimes 
invites you to a pleasant world. 
The cosmopolitan character makes friends immediately with anyone regardless of nationality 
age regardless of where they go.

 In addition, I had various activities such as music program personality such as community 
FM radio,Respected artists include 
Omara Portuondo, Haruomi Hosono, Ryuichi Sakamoto, Hibari Misora, Chiemi Eri, Frank 
Sinatra, João Gilberto, Gal Costa, 
Antonio Carmona, etc.
[Professional History]
———————————————————————————————————
1992  I Joined a Salsa Band, and also I joined Latin America Association of Waseda 
University . 
1993 Studied in Cuba National Folk Dance.
1994 I joined YOSHIRO & Tokyo Salsabor and turned to professional, USA tour 
participation. Performed in numerous concerts 
both in Japan and abroad.
Shibuya 109 Appearance for 11 years at Christmas concert event before.
In 1999, the concert at Gotanda Yu Potto Hall received the Cultural Affairs Arts Festival 
Music Division Excellence Award.
1996I joined Tropcante led by Cuban trumpeter Luis Valle who is active in various support 
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Music Division Excellence Award.
1996I joined Tropcante led by Cuban trumpeter Luis Valle who is active in various support 
such as Dorikamu and Yazawa Eikichi 
and performed concerts in various places.
In 1997 I appeared in the chorus as a singer of Latin Grammy winning "Buena Vista · Social 
Club", Omara Portuondo Japan.
In the same year, the activity of my own group "SON 4" which fused Cuban music and jazz 
started.
I appeared in Yoshiro & Salsabor as a charity concert for children in Latin America in 2005 
and is also in charge of Mr. Akira Fuse. 
Participated in the Caribbean Breeze that celebrates the flow of the 2006 Tokyo Cuban Boys 
and performed concerts in various places.
In the same year, I appeared in Juan Formel y Los Van Van's visit to Japan (at the Shinkiba 
studio coast).
In the same year, appeared at Yoshiro Hiroishi Concert (at Yakult Hall). (Participation in 
2006 Festival Agency for Cultural Affairs Art Festival) 
Commemorating the 50th Anniversary, Cuba Artist Artist Union Music Achievement Award 
Memorial
In 2009, YUMURI 's performance in Japan (Shibuya ON AIR EAST)
2011 YOSHIRO 55th anniversary concert appearance (Gotanda YuPo) Guest OMARA 
PORTUONDO.
I appeared in the performance of Hector Martignon to Japan, an acclaimed jazz group 
consisting of NY's Grammy Award winner in 2013.
In the same year, the activities of AFRO + BOSSA + JAZZ LOVES TAP NIGHT (SATOMI 
(Vo), HIDEROW (Perc), SARO (Tap), Ihara “anikki” 
Hiroshi (Gt)) started. Pursuing an experimental fun unprecedented by exploitation of whole 
body, to be well received.
Started duo activities with Bossa Nova guitar master Kimura Jun from 2015.
In the same year 2015, Yoshiro 60th anniversary concert appearance (Iinohole at 
Uchisaiwaiicho)
From 2017, he performed various activities including original escalators' Akihiro Horikoshi 
(pf), Yokozaki Yoko (pf) and various activities, 
and it gets popular.

(There were so many concert performers, so I extracted a part of them.)
[Others]
———————————————————————————————————————
■ In music activities I am responsible for vocals, chorus, dance, minor percussion, lyrics, 
composition and arrangement.
■ Other personality, composition of radio programs such as actors, community FM, etc.
Study of Cuban music, study of voice, etc.
■ Hobbies Dancing, Photography, Model, Travel, Illustration, Writer, Screenplay, Making 
Sweets.
Gregorian chant, Ho Mei, Gagaku, martial arts, bodywork, how to move the body, 
mechanisms.
Research on anthropology, biology.
■ Graduated from Yokohama National University, Waseda University Latin America Study 
Group, University of Tokyo Latin American 
Department Sometimes participates.
■ My favorite foods are blueberries, strawberries, sea bream, sushi and so on.
■ Besides domestic and overseas musicians, photographers, illustrators, lyricists, dancers, 
painters, therapists, martial artists, etc are widely friends.


